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Introduction

Recommendations

Hypertherm is committed to considering the
impact its products have on people and the
environment. In 2016, the company explored
installing solar panels on several of its
manufacturing buildings in NH. Ultimately, it
decided to focus on energy reduction and
efficiency efforts. Since 2012, Hypertherm
has purchased RECs to account for all its USbased electricity consumption (scope 2
emissions).

Leverage a tiered approach to procure
renewable energy.

Set specific 2030 renewable
energy procurement goals
Review procurement
annually to ensure
progress toward
renewable energy goal

To move beyond RECs, Hypertherm is now
exploring its renewable energy procurement
options.

2030

Explore moving a percentage of
domestic energy consumption to
aggregated Upper Valley PPA

Approach

Review results and leverage lessons
learned to coordinate a future aggregated
PPA with suppliers and customers

Background research into the renewable
energy markets, regulation, electricity
consumption for Hypertherm locations, and
the carbon intensity of electricity at those
locations.
Presentations and interviews with high-level
internal stakeholders to gather key
motivations for Hypertherm to pursue
renewable energy procurement.
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Summary of Renewable Energy Procurement Options

Leadership Insight
Hypertherm’s options are complicated by the
geographical breadth of their operations.
Energy market regulations vary significantly
from location to location. Moving beyond
purchasing unbundled RECs will necessitate a
portfolio approach to their renewable energy
procurement.

Move all international consumption
onto RECs/GOs/I-RECs

Reasons Hypertherm is pursuing renewables:
Sustainability goals
Long-term orientation
Alignment with core
Resiliency of electric grid
values
Assist with planning
Corporate engagement
(predictable pricing)
Continuous
Raising industry
improvement philosophy
standards

Any cost of procuring energy from
renewable sources is the cost of
doing business well,
of doing business responsibly,
of doing business
as Hypertherm does.
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